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This study aims to uncover the missing link between shared goals and team innovation. Previous literature reflects positive direct effects of shared goals on team innovative performance. This research serves as supplement to past studies. Minority dissent, teamwork behavior and team potency are introduced as mediators and knowledge diversity, climate for innovation and environmental dynamism as the mechanisms moderating the relationship between shared goals and team innovation. Contrary to previous studies, present review proposes that instead of only positive direct effect, shared goals may produce direct and indirect negative effects on team innovation. Specifically, under dynamic environment, shared goals may have little impact on innovation. In addition, shared goals may lead to less frequent occurrence of minority dissent, while minority dissent has proven positive impact on team innovation, especially in R&D teams.
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In today’s knowledge-based competitive economy, innovation has become an imperative element for survival of firms. Despite the growing interest in multidisciplinary innovation research, firms’ innovating mechanisms are still being described as the black box (Rosenberg, 1994). Besides, literature increasingly indicates that innovation is, to the large extent, the outcome of team work (Edmondson, 2002), and many organizations are evolving into team-based structures (Bain et al., 2001; Drach-Zahavy and Somech, 2001; Hoegl and Gemuenden, 2001; Pearce and Ensley, 2004). Team members continuously interact to share knowledge and information to create innovative outcomes. Among various types of work teams, research and development (R&D) teams are mostly responsible for organization’s innovative success. However, team process within R&D teams is still very much unexplored.

The development of innovation is a complex task. It is obvious that a team is more capable of carrying such task as opposed to individuals. Nevertheless, team innovation is not simply a sum of individual innovations. Therefore, we need to understand a team process in which individual creativity is brought into use (Tagger, 2002). Organizational theorists try to examine various determinants that influence team process and team performance (including innovative performance). Among such determinants, team’s shared mental models recently received significant theoretical consideration (e.g. Kraiger and Wenzel, 1997; Mathieu et al., 2000). Shared mental models refer to team’s common knowledge structure that allows team members to
describe, explain, predict and enact in certain environment consistently with their teammates (Mathieu et al., 2000). Previous empirical investigations confirmed that certain types of shared mental model convergence of team were the prerequisites to high performing teams (McIntyre and Salas, 1995; Mathieu et al., 2000).

Literature shows a positive relationship between shared mental models and team innovation (Pearce and Ensley, 2004), and between team member’s shared perception and commitment on team goals and team innovation (Anderson and West, 1996; Anderson and West, 1998; Bain et al., 2001; Curral et al., 2001). However, little is known about the mechanism in which shared mental models or shared perceptions and commitment to team goals affect team innovation. To be concrete, the high level of shared mental model may lead team members to think and rationalize in the same way. Such convergent thinking process, described by Janis (1982) as the symptom of groupthink, may impair team decision-making and result in poor performance. Especially, R&D teams often face with difficult situations where divergent thinking is essential. Therefore, without looking into the mechanism, we may neglect the possible opposing (negative) effect of shared mental models on team innovation.

This research intends to theoretically illustrate a moderators–mediators model that associates “shared goals” with “team innovation”. Borrowing heavily from existing research on shared mental model (Mathieu et al., 2000; Pearce and Ensley, 2004) and goal consensus (Anderson and West, 1998; Colbert et al., 2008; Pearce and Ensley, 2004), I define shared goals as “a common mental model of the importance of team goals, which serves as the basis for action within the team”. In other words, the theory focuses on a specific aspect of shared mental model, viewing shared goals as the shared knowledge of team goals that guides team members to behave in accordance with the goals.

Literature dealing with innovation indicates positive direct effects, and this paper argues that shared goals may produce direct and indirect opposing (negative) effects on team innovation. Shared goals, in a systematically dynamic environment, may become less effective process toward innovation. In fact, shared goals may lead to frequently less occurrences of minority dissent, which was empirically found to have positive impact on team innovation, precisely in R&D teams. The purpose of this research is twofold. First, it will enable us to find the mechanisms involved in the relationship between shared goals and team innovation. Second, it intends to challenge the traditional theory and empirics that shared goals may only positively associate with team innovation, which suggests that certain situation (i.e. dynamic environment) and certain team process mediator (i.e. minority dissent) can inverse or worsen the positive relation between shared goals and team innovation. 

Shared Goals and Team Innovation

Research in strategic management has long been interested in “fit” or “agreement” upon organizational goals (“the ends”) and plan of actions (“the means”) (Bourgeois, 1980; Dess, 1987). This paradigm argues that fit or
“strategic consensus” leads to better organization performance. For example, Dess (1987) studied the consensus between 74 top management team members from 17 firms. He found that top management team’s consensus on either company’s objectives (goals) and company’s competitive methods (means) were associated with positive performance. Operations researchers also borrowed the concept of strategic consensus and found that the consensus in operations strategy at manufacturing unit performance is associated with unit performance (see Boyer and McDermott, 1999; Homburg et al., 1999). As the need to study the relationship between team process and team performance has been increasingly emphasized in organizational behavior literature, the concept of strategic consensus was also adopted. Colbert et al. (2008) studied the role of within-team goal consensus as the mediator of the relationship between transformational leadership and organizational performance. They found out that CEO transformational leadership was positively related to within-team goal consensus, and that consensus was positively related to organizational performance.

However, consensus or agreement upon goals was not an alien concept in organizational behavior research. At individual level, researchers interested in person–organization and person–team fits have examined whether person–organization and person–team goal congruence may affect individual performance (Kristof–Brown et al. 2005; Kristof–Brown and Stevens, 2001; Vancouver and Schmitt, 1991). For example, Kristof–Brown and Stevens (2001) studied how congruence in personnel and perceived team mastery and performance goal affect individual performance. Collecting data from 324 members of 64 short term project teams, they found that congruence on performance goals was related to greater individual satisfaction. At the team–level, organizational behavior researchers have long been addressing the issue of "shared mental models". They were interested in how team’s common knowledge may affect team performance. For example, Mathieu et al. (2000) examined the influence of teammates’ mental models on team process and performance. Based on Cannon–Bowers (1993), they argued that, rather than a single mental model that team members must share, there coexist multiple mental models at a given point of time, for instance, task mental model, team interaction mental model, and technology mental model. In their study, they distinguished between task mental model, covering knowledge content such as task procedures and task strategies, and team mental model, covering knowledge content such as teammate’s knowledge and teammate’s attitude. They found that both types of shared mental models were positively related with team process (e.g. teamwork interaction) and team performance. They also found that team process fully mediated the relationship between shared mental models and team performance.

It is noteworthy to mention a fundamental difference between consensuses and shared mental model researches, and this present study defined "shared goals" from a specific aspect of shared mental model. While, goal consensus (or congruence) research measures the degree to
which team members agree upon team objectives (thus viewing team members as goals takers), shared goals measure the degree to which team member comprehend about team goals and behave according to that goal (thus viewing team members as both goals takers and goals users). Pearce and Ensley (2004) studied the relationship between a particular aspect of shared mental model, so-called shared vision, and team innovation. In the study of product and process innovation teams, they found that “shared vision”, defined as “a common mental model of the future state of the team or its tasks that provides the basis of actions within teams” was positively, reciprocally, and longitudinally associated with innovation effectiveness. In other words, innovation effectiveness strengthens members’ agreement upon purpose of the team, which subsequently leads to the greater innovation effectiveness. Michael West and his colleagues (Anderson and West, 1996; 1998; West et al. 2003) developed a multifaceted scale of team process. For one facet, they looked at the relationship between shared vision (they called it “vision” or “clarity of and commitment to team objectives”) and team innovation, although there was still no strong evidence to support such relationship (West and Anderson, 1996; Anderson and West, 1998; Bain et al., 2001).

Furthermore, in a related consensus–team innovation study, we can observe that “consensus” or “employees’ shared perception” is related to team performance. Lovelace, Shapiro and Weingart (2001) studied the relationship between intra–team task disagreement (as opposed to team agreement) and team innovativeness and found a significant negative relationship between the two. West et al. (2003) found that leadership clarity (i.e. team member’s consensual perceptions of clarity and no conflict over leadership of their teams) was positively related to team innovation. Drawing upon all literatures from strategic management, operations strategy and organizational behavior discussed above, we can expect that shared goals can be considered as a precursor of team innovation.

**Moderators**

Multidisciplinary theories suggest several attributes that may influence the team process and team performance. From extensive review of literatures, I identify three possible moderating constructs that seem most relevant in the context of R&D teams, including within–team level factors (knowledge diversity and team support for innovation) as well as organization and environment factor (environmental dynamism). This section provides the discussion on the moderating role of these attributes on goal congruence–team innovation relationship.

**Knowledge Diversity**

Team diversity refers to many dimensions, yet; most of these dimensions fall into two categories, namely demographic diversity (e.g. age, gender, culture and nationality) and functional diversity (e.g. task, background knowledge and area of specialization). Different organization theories predict the effect of diversity on team performance differently. On one hand, social identity theory suggests that
heterogeneities in social background of team members deteriorate the effectiveness of team interaction, thus leading to suboptimal performance (Tajfel, 1982, Polzer et al., 2002). On the other hand, value-in-diversity theory suggests that diversity improves scope of knowledge and skills within teams and enables teams to deal with problems more effectively (Jehn et al., 1999; Polzer et al., 2002). Empirical results exemplified these conflicting views, showing positive and negative effects of team diversity on team process and team performance (Ancona and Caldwell, 1992; Schippers et al., 2003). Therefore, to make this study sufficiently meaningful and relevant to R&D team context, the focus will be on a specific dimension of diversity – the knowledge diversity – since R&D teams typically compose of persons with multiple knowledge and skills. In this study, I define knowledge diversity as “the degree to which knowledge, skills and experiences among team members vary”.

Previous studies found a significant correlation between knowledge diversity and both shared goals (Knight et al., 1999) and team performance (Polzer et al., 2002; Taylor and Greve, 2006). Particularly, Taylor and Greve (2002) found that teams with multiple domains of knowledge and experiences outperform teams with fewer domains of knowledge and experiences. They also found that by increasing teamwork interactions, teams were able to enhance the level of creative performance. Furthermore, Polzer et al. (2002) implied that the interaction between functional diversity, computed largely by knowledge diversity scales, and congruence of team’s member ideas (intrapersonal congruence) was positively related to some performance measures. Studies also suggest that most innovative companies established heterogeneous team with diversified knowledge to avoid the symptom of groupthink (Horwitz, 2005; Janis, 1982).

Climate for Innovation

“Climate” has been consistently receiving theoretical attention in organizational research. Though scholars varied in defining climate, one widely accepted view see climate as “shared perceptions of organizational policies, practices, and procedures, both formal and informal” (Schneider, 1990: 22). Schneider (1975), however, argued that the “global view” of climate may be too broad and too multifaceted. Rather, he proposed that climate should be measured as a facet-specific construct. In other words, climate should be measured with a particular referent (e.g. climate for innovation, climate for change, etc) (Schneider and Reichers, 1983). Siegel and Kaemmerer (1978) developed a facet-specific climate for innovation construct to measure shared perception of employee on support of innovation at organizational level. Anderson and West (1998), however, argued that climate of innovation can vary across teams. Thus, they modified Siegel and Kaemmerer (1978), climate for innovation to assess team level attributes rather than organizational level attributes. Climate that supports innovation can be defined as “the expectation, approval and practical support to introduce new and improved ways of doing things in the work environment” (West, 1990: 38 c.f Anderson and West, 1998).
Studies that utilized climate for innovation constructs at both organization level and team level reported a strong argument in support of a positive relationship between climate for innovation and innovative performance (Howell and Avolio, 1993; Bain et al., 2001; West and Anderson, 1996; Curral et al., 2001). Furthermore, a recent study by Jung et al. (2008) found a significant moderating effect of climate for innovation on the relationship between transformational leadership and firm innovation. Thus, a moderating effect of climate for innovation can be expected on the relationship between shared goals and team innovation.

**Environmental Dynamism**

R&D teams need to response to the rapid changes in environmental conditions, as speed of innovation is as important as innovation itself. Fierce competition in innovations makes products obsolete faster and adds uncertainties to the firm, as well as directly to R&D teams. Environmental dynamism refers to the rate of unpredictability of change in a firm’s external environment (Dess and Beard, 1984). The evidence that environmental dynamism may have moderating effect on shared goals and team innovation came from Homburg et al. (1999), in which they found that strategic consensus did not always lead to positive organizational outcomes. Besides, they found that environment uncertainty moderated the relationship between strategic consensus and performance. In recent leadership research, Jansen et al. (2009) found that the environmental dynamism significantly moderates the negative relationship between transformational leadership and exploitative innovation. Taken together, the results from previous studies implied that a high level of shared goals may be less relevant to team innovative performance in dynamic environment (as opposed to stable environment). In other words, shared goals, to a certain degree, represent convergent thinking process of team members. Besides, under dynamic environment, teams may need to think divergently to overcome unfamiliar puzzles.

**Mediators**

Various dimensions of team process mediators the relationship between shared goals and team innovation. From the extensive literature search, I identify three types of team process, including minority dissent, teamwork behavior and team potency, possibly mediate the relationship between shared goals and team innovative performance.

**Minority Dissent**

Minority dissent occurs when a minority in a team expresses doubts or disagreements against a majority’s beliefs, attitudes, ideas, procedures, and policies (Asch, 1956; De Dreu and West, 2001; De Dreu, 2002). Recent studies showed that minority dissent may be productive and beneficial, since it increases the likelihood of creative and divergent thinking (De Dreu and Beersma, 2001; Van Dyne and Saavadra, 1996). Building upon same argument De Drue and West (2002) and De Dreu (2002) hypothesized that minority dissent would be positively related to team innovation. They found that minority dissent would predict innovation in teams but only when teams have high level of participation in decision-making (De Dreu and West, 2001) or when teams
have high level of team reflexivity (De Dreu, 2002). I further argue that minority dissent decreases as shared goals increases. By definition, higher level of shared goals means higher level of team members’ commitment to team goals. To a certain degree, higher commitment represents a rise in the level of group cohesiveness, which in turn increases the likelihood that nonconforming opinion by the minority may be restrained or even dismissed (Mullen and Copper, 1994; Janis, 1972). Therefore, the minority dissent, when controlling for level of participation in decision-making process, may serve as a team process that will partially mediate the relationship between shared goals and team innovation.

—Teamwork Behavior

Teamwork behavior is defined as “the ability of team members to coordinate with other team members to accomplish the task” (Stevens and Campion, 1994). Previous studies linked teamwork behavior to both shared mental model and team performance. Pearce and Ensley (2004) found that shared vision is positively and reciprocally related to teamwork behavior. They argued that shared vision might enhance team members’ ability to cooperate with each other thus results in higher level of productivity. Several studies have found that teamwork behavior is positively related to innovation (Amabile et al., 1996; Pirola–Merlo et al., 2002). In a recent study, Drach–Zahavy and Somech (2004) factorized teamwork behavior into four dimensions: learning, motivating, negotiating and exchanging information. However, they found that only learning is significant predictor of team innovation. In contrast, Hoegl and Gemeuden (2001) developed a teamwork construct, called Teamwork Quality (TWQ) that encompasses six facets of teamwork, including communication, coordination, balance of member contributions, mutual support, effort, and cohesion, with all facets highly loaded on the construct. They found that TWQ was positively associated with team innovative performance. Studies perceive teamwork behavior as result of both a shared mental model (shared vision) and antecedent to team innovation that positively influence teamwork behavior that may mediate the relationship between shared goals and team innovation.

—Team Potency

Team potency is defined as a team’s shared belief that it can be effective (Guzzo et al., 1993). At the individual level, research reflects that self-efficacy determines the extent to which individual is willing to exert efforts to tackle with obstacles in order to achieve future benefits (Bandura, 1982). In analogous, at the team level, team potency determines the extent to which team effort is spent to resolve problems in order to achieve team goals. With team potency raising the level of motivation, team is capable of achieving higher performance (Campion et al., 1996; Lester et al., 2002). Pearce and Ensley (2002) argued that a team’s shared vision should enhance positive beliefs about team’s abilities. Team’s shared vision (or shared goals) in the present study, signals a greater understanding and commitment of team goals among team members and thus should raise the members’ shared belief that goals are
attainable. Empirically, Pearce and Ensley (2002) found that shared vision is positively and reciprocally associated with team potency. Secondly, as Pearce and Ensley (2004) proved that the relationship between shared mental model and team innovation is reciprocal and longitudinal, which requires further studies to be explored. Lastly, there may be other potential moderators and mediators for shared goals that this research may not have covered yet.

This research realized the importance of shared goals for teams because it may be a critical antecedent to other team processes and innovation. However, little is known about the channels in which shared goals affect subsequent team processes and innovative performance. Using a mediator–moderator model, this study attempts to unveil the mechanism linking shared goals with team innovation.

From the practical standpoint, teams, especially R&D teams that are explored in this study, are becoming more and more important part of modern organizations. However, little is known about how teams develop and interact. This research will help to understand team process as well as how teams should be organized in order to enhance performance.

There are still several foreseeable limitations to this research. Firstly, this research did not try to examine the antecedents of shared goals. Futures studies should explore these antecedents. Secondly, as Pearce and Ensley (2004) proved that the relationship between shared mental model and team innovation is reciprocal and longitudinal, which requires further studies to be explored. Lastly, there may be other potential moderators and mediators for shared goals that this research may not have covered yet.
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